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It s a rite of passage: the emotional journey of downsizing your or your aging
parents' home. Here, syndicated home columnist Marni Jameson chronicles her
own experience and blends it with advice from national experts to sensitively guide
readers through the difficult process. From opening that first closet to selling the
house, she provides guiding lights and a strategy to help readers accomplish the
task quickly, respectfully, and rewardingly."

Clutter Busting
A practical no-nonsense book that teaches you the WHY and the HOW of ridding
yourself of emotional, physical and body clutter. A holistic approach with
takeaways that make this book a guide for permanent change.

Let It Go
Over 100,000 Copies Sold! Organizing books fall short of addressing the unique
needs of adults with ADD. They fail to understand the clinical picture of ADD and
how it impacts the organizing process often making their advice irrelevant or
frustrating when put into application. Books about ADD may address
organization/disorganization but do so in a cursory fashion and on a very small
scale in what are usually long books on the subject. This is a book that has ADDPage 2/32
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Friendly advice with the ADDer in mind. This collaboration brings forth the best
underlying understanding with the most effective and practical remedy from ADD
experts in two important fields -- professional organization and clinical psychology.
Finally, it offers organizing advice that ranges from self-help to utilizing the help of
non-professionals, to using professional assistance. Thus it permits the reader to
decide where they are at personally in the organizing process, and what level of
support will be most beneficial to their unique situation.

The Routledge Handbook of Place
Tired of feeling as if you're barely surviving your own life? Take charge of your
existence and thrive! Do you feel regret for the life you could be living? Are you
bored and dissatisfied with your typical repetitive day? Abandon the life you
"should be" living and discover what your heart and soul truly desire. Let expert
life coach Debra Smouse show you how to finally step into the world you want. The
key to being content is knowing what you want and putting it in place. Clearing
Soul Clutter helps you determine your true goals so you can start setting up your
ideal circumstances. Based on a proven method that has helped hundreds design
their dream existence, Debra's book will teach you exactly how to imagine what
you want and how to make it actually happen. In Clearing Soul Clutter, you'll
discover: How to visualize your best life and make it a reality How the quality of
your daily life matters more than the big events How to determine your "nonPage 3/32
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negotiables" so you can stop living with so many regrets How to develop more
awareness to give you the power to change Hot to set and reach the right goals
every time, and much, much more! Through a series of 30 intuitive lessons, you'll
learn how to envision a nourishing life and make your dreams come true. It's time
to stop letting life happen to you and start doing something about it. If you like
challenging new ideas, actionable teaching, and caring guidance, then you'll love
Debra Smouse's life-changing book. Buy the book to own your vision today!

My Boyfriend Barfed in My Handbag and Other Things You
Can't Ask Martha
A tale inspired by a true story finds the blind Homer Collyer closeted within a oncegrand Fifth Avenue mansion with his damaged brother and remembering a life
marked by colorful characters, political events and technological achievements. By
the National Book Award-winning author of Billy Bathgate. Reprint. A best-selling
novel.

Clearing Soul Clutter
In Coach Yourself to Success Talane Miedander shares the same core principles
that she applies when personally coaching executives and international business
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leaders from companies such as AT&T, Chase Manhattan Bank, and Giorgio
Armani. Talane shows readers how to tap into their natural motivation and
leverage their strengths to achieve the results they desire.

A Year to Clear
"This isn't another Kondo-clone, because she dives into the heart of why
decluttering is so difficult."— Booklist, STARRED Review Discover the freedom of a
beautiful home, personal purpose, and joyful inner confidence Decluttering expert
Tracy McCubbin offers revolutionary help to anyone who has repeatedly tried to
break their clutter's mysterious hold. Her powerful answer lies in the 7 Emotional
Clutter Blocks, unconscious obstacles that stood between thousands of her clients
and financial freedom, healthy relationships, and positive outlooks. Once a Clutter
Block is revealed—and healed—true transformation of home and life is possible.
Her empowering techniques and strategies help you: Recognize and overcome
your Clutter Block(s) to liberate your home. Lighten and purge without the rigidity
of the other methods. Use your home to attain life goals like health, wealth and
love. It's time to break through your Clutter Blocks and discover the lasting
happiness waiting for you on the other side! Additional Praise for Making Space,
Clutter Free: "What sets Tracy McCubbin apart is her kind and empathetic
approach to organizing—she truly understands the psychology behind peoples'
attachment to things."—Patricia Heaton "In Making Space, Clutter Free Tracy offers
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a realistic approach to managing your belongings. Instead of prescribing
perfection, she understands our individual differences require individual
strategies—and that it doesn't always need to be rational."—Cait Flanders,
bestselling author of The Year of Less

Unbreakable
Spring clean your life with this practical, achievable guide to living with less clutter
Cupboards packed with unused gadgets. Boxes full of obsolete chargers.
Wardrobes bursting with unworn clothes. Heaps of neglected children's toys. A
dresser jammed full of mismatched socks. . . Sound familiar? Many of us feel
increasingly overwhelmed by - and guilty about - the sheer amount of stuff packed
into our homes. And we're starting to realise that being organised at home doesn't
just mean always knowing where you left the remote; it means being able to face
the world with a clear mind and increased energy. It all starts at home. But where?
When the problem is so vast and we are all so busy, how do you even begin to
tackle the clutter mountain? Professional organiser Vicky Silverthorn has the
simple answer: start with your sock drawer. Using tried-and-tested methods, Vicky
will guide you through practical, bite-sized tasks that will help you achieve a
friendly level of organisation throughout your home and a new clarity of mind. With
Vicky's help, you can fight back against the clutter and learn to love your home
once more. 'Vicky is a wonder. Her meticulous and practical re-organisation of my
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wardrobe has freed me from clutter and spared up valuable time' (Jonathan Ross)

A Year for You
In the spirit of her blockbuster #1 New York Times bestseller The Happiness
Project, Gretchen Rubin embarks on a new project to make home a happier place.
One Sunday afternoon, as she unloaded the dishwasher, Gretchen Rubin felt hit by
a wave of homesickness. Homesick—why? She was standing right in her own
kitchen. She felt homesick, she realized, with love for home itself. “Of all the
elements of a happy life,” she thought, “my home is the most important.” In a
flash, she decided to undertake a new happiness project, and this time, to focus on
home. And what did she want from her home? A place that calmed her, and
energized her. A place that, by making her feel safe, would free her to take risks.
Also, while Rubin wanted to be happier at home, she wanted to appreciate how
much happiness was there already. So, starting in September (the new January),
Rubin dedicated a school year—September through May—to making her home a
place of greater simplicity, comfort, and love. In The Happiness Project, she worked
out general theories of happiness. Here she goes deeper on factors that matter for
home, such as possessions, marriage, time, and parenthood. How can she control
the cubicle in her pocket? How might she spotlight her family’s treasured
possessions? And it really was time to replace that dud toaster. Each month, Rubin
tackles a different theme as she experiments with concrete, manageable
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resolutions—and this time, she coaxes her family to try some resolutions, as well.
With her signature blend of memoir, science, philosophy, and experimentation,
Rubin’s passion for her subject jumps off the page, and reading just a few chapters
of this book will inspire readers to find more happiness in their own lives.

absence of clutter
Known to some as the bible for decluttering your life from the inside out, The
Declutter Code is a 10-step journey that will transform how you deal with clutter.
Using the same process that worked for herself and her clients, Yvette Bowlin
walks you through clearing mental clutter like self-sabotage, stress, lies and
limiting beliefs. Learn the secret behind your "clutter problem" so you can begin to
deeply clear it away! Regain clarity and, quite possibly, your sanity.

ADD-Friendly Ways to Organize Your Life
Are you afraid to open your kitchen cabinet because you know food storage
containers are going to come pouring out like an erupting volcano? Do you spend
hours searching for the email you need? Will you regret it tomorrow if you give
away all your old concert T-shirts? And how many tote bags will you really use?
Keep This, Toss That answers all of these questions and much more. Featuring
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dozens of illustrated Keep/Toss Checklists, the book shows you exactly what you
need—and what you can safely toss, regret-free (even if you’re a sentimentalist or
saver)—in every room of your house, for each hobby or activity, and even online. It
also includes: • quick tips on clever storage solutions • tools and utensils that can
do double duty • advice on how to customize the lists to suit your house, your
family, and your lifestyle Answering the one key question you need to get
organized and live happily with just the stuff you love, Keep This, Toss That is the
one organizing book you must have.

Coach Yourself to Success, Revised and Updated Edition
A Fresh Start to a Healthy Emotional Life Is emotional clutter blocking success in
your personal and professional life? You’ve likely heard about the psychological
benefits of clearing out the clutter in your surroundings, but how do you handle
your emotional clutter — the psychological version of the jam-packed closet or
impenetrable garage? Shutting away and trying to hide old pains and traumas
creates toxic patterns that can keep you from having the life of your dreams.
Integrating mindfulness and cutting-edge neuroscience, international mindfulness
expert Donald Altman teaches how to modify entrenched habits and patterns with
only a few minutes of attention daily. Altman first helps you realize what your
baggage consists of and how to transform or jettison it. He then shows how to
avoid the daily danger of accumulating new emotional clutter. No matter how
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fraught your life or relationships may be, you can cleanse, heal, or accept the old
wounds, mistakes, and disappointments. With Altman’s lifestyle tools, you’ll
discover how to address your past, better deal with the present, and cultivate the
best possible future. Start fresh with Clearing Emotional Clutter.

Better Late Than Dead
Simple, effective ways to put things in their place Those piles of papers, clothes,
and other things you thought you'd successfully de-cluttered have returned, and
this time they brought friends. What's the use of trying to fight the clutter? Is there
a better way? This powerful and useful guide delivers solutions that work, no
matter how overwhelmed you feel. The answer isn't an elaborate new system, or a
solemn vow to start tomorrow. Instead, psychotherapist and organizer Cindy
Glovinsky shares 100 simple strategies for tackling the problem the way it
grows--one thing at a time. Here's a sampling of the tips explained in the book:
*Declare a fix-it day *Purge deep storage areas first *Label it so you can read it
*Get a great letter opener *Practice toy population planning *Leave it neater than
you found it Written in short takes and with a supportive tone, this is an essential,
refreshing book that helps turn a hopeless struggle into a manageable part of life,
one thing at a time.
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Playing Hurt
Are you ready to finally know what you want out of life? Discover the unique path
to your own heart and soul. Is your schedule full but unfulfilling? Have you drowned
out your inner voice with mindless and meaningless activities? If so, then you may
have fallen victim to brain clutter - the noise and outside forces we let override our
own instincts and desires. Expert life coach Debra Smouse has worked with
countless people to help them sculpt meaningful lives, and now she's here to help
you do the same. With a collection of 30 intriguing exercises, Clearing Brain Clutter
helps you to peel away everything that gets in the way of your truest, deepest
desires. By doing the work right inside the book, you'll learn to create a life that's
more resonant with "the real you" than anything you've previously experienced. In
short, you'll forever change your life for the better. In this book, you'll discover:
How to give credit to yourself where credit is long past due How to identify your
unique strengths and incorporate them into your new life Why your story is
important and how to shift it to reach your highest potential How to find your
personal values and set your most important goals based on them How to
internalize a healthier view on fear, and much, much more! By taking 30 days to
dive into your heart's desires, you can learn how to overcome your highly-stressed
life to connect to your deepest wants and needs. Clearing Brain Clutter is perfect
for people who truly want to reclaim their lives for purpose and passion. If you like
actionable advice, effective workbooks, and crystal-clear guidance on what's
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holding you back, then you'll love Debra Smouse's newest book. Buy Clearing Brain
Clutter today and take the first step toward living the life you want!

The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning
Despite an innate desire to live peaceful and happy lives, many of us spend too
much time in struggle and stress rather than enjoyment, often working to make
others happy while forgetting about ourselves. In A Year for You, author and clutterclearing expert Stephanie Bennett Vogt explains the Spacious Way, a method that
teaches you how to gently release the underlying causes of stress, struggle, and
overwhelm. The focus is on 5 things: Slowing down Simplifying Sensing
Surrendering Self-care This book helps you nourish your life and clear any physical,
mental, emotional, or energetic clutter for good. The result is a quieter mind, a
clearer home, and a gentler, holistic understanding of the underlying causes of
clutter and stress.

It's All Too Much
For the first time ever, the popular late host of ESPN's The Sports Reporters and
ABC's college football openly discusses a lifelong battle with depression. During his
three decades on ESPN and ABC, John Saunders became one of the nation's most
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respected and beloved sportscasters. In this moving, jarring, and ultimately
inspiring memoir, Saunders discusses his troubled childhood, the traumatic brain
injury he suffered in 2011, and the severe depression that nearly cost him his life.
As Saunders writes, Playing Hurt is not an autobiography of a sports celebrity but a
memoir of a man facing his own mental illness, and emerging better off for the
effort. I will take you into the heart of my struggle with depression, including
insights into some of its causes, its consequences, and its treatments. I invite you
behind the facade of my apparently "perfect" life as a sportscaster, with a
wonderful wife and two healthy, happy adult daughters. I have a lot to be thankful
for, and I am truly grateful. But none of these things can protect me or anyone else
from the disease of depression and its potentially lethal effects. Mine is a rare
story: that of a black man in the sports industry openly grappling with depression. I
will share the good, the bad, and the ugly, including the lengths I've gone to to
conceal my private life from the public. So why write a book? Because I want to
end the pain and heartache that comes from leading a double life. I also want to
reach out to the millions of people, especially men, who think they're alone and
can't ask for help. John Saunders died suddenly on August 10, 2016, from an
enlarged heart, diabetes, and other complications. This book is his ultimate act of
generosity to help those who suffer from mental illness, and those who love them.

Homer and Langley
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A complete yearlong course in clearing yourself of excess stress and stuff, this
book features short contemplations, personal stories, tools, tips, one-minute
practices, guided meditations, and wonderful questions to help readers create
spaciousness in their lives. Stephanie Bennett Vogt will teach you how to unplug,
detach, and clear to create more space and serenity in your life, what she
describes as “the sacred process of removing clutter from both your house and
your mind.” Included are 365 daily lessons organized into 52 weekly segments,
with each lesson building on the others to develop one’s clearing muscle and grow
new habits that will last a lifetime. The week usually begins with a personal story
to introduce the theme and ends on the 7th day with a “Check In” to review and
integrate the experience. Sprinkled throughout are meditations, Q&As, and
testimonials. At the end of each lesson the author gives the reader an opportunity
to “explore” a topic with several open-ended statements designed to bypass the
thinking mind and open the channels to one’s highest wisdom. Weekly themes
covered include: Moving Stuck EnergyConnecting with HomeBeing EnoughShining
Light on Invisible ClutterLiving ImperfectlyWaiting It OutCultivating
StillnessForgivingFlourishing

Clear the Clutter, Find Happiness
If you've ever wished you could clear out your clutter, simplify your space, and
take back your life, Kathi Lipp's new book has just the solutions you need. Building
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off the success of her The Get Yourself Organized Project, this book will provide
even more ideas for getting your life and your stuff under control. Do any of these
descriptions apply to you? You bought a box of cereal at the store, and then
discovered you have several boxes at home that are already past the "best by"
date. You bought a book and put it on your nightstand (right on top of ten others
you've bought recently), but you have yet to open it. You keep hundreds of DVDs
around even though you watch everything online now and aren't really sure where
the remote for the DVD player is. You spend valuable time moving your piles
around the house, but you can never find that piece of paper when you need it.
Your house doesn't make you happy when you step into it. As you try out the many
easy, doable solutions that helped Kathi win her battle with clutter, you'll begin to
understand why you hold on to the things you do, eliminate what's crowding out
real life, and make room for the life of true abundance God wants for you.

Overcoming Compulsive Hoarding
aDo you ever feel overwhelmed, instead of overjoyed, by all your possessions? Do
you secretly wish a gale force wind would blow the clutter from your home? If so,
it's time to simplify your life! The Joy of Less is a fun, lighthearted guide to
minimalist living.
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Clear Your Clutter with Feng Shui (Revised and Updated)
A funny, appealing and big-hearted memoir of how one of Australia's leading comic
talents, Corinne Grant, learned to reconcile love, loss, lack of cupboard space and
far too much stuff.

The Declutter Code
The author of the best-selling Clutter Busting books looks further into how holding
on to things we no longer need effects relationships and offers thought-provoking
questions, exercises and examples to help create clutter-free lives. Original.
20,000 first printing.

Start with Your Sock Drawer
In this revised and updated edition of her classic, bestselling book, Karen Kingston
draws on her wealth of experience as a clutter clearing, space-clearing, and feng
shui practitioner to show you how to transform your life by letting go of clutter. Her
unique approach lies in understanding that clutter is stuck energy that has farreaching physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual effects. You'll be motivated to
clutter clear as never before when you realize just how much your junk has been
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holding you back! You will learn: - Why people keep clutter - How clutter causes
stagnation in your life - How to clear clutter quickly and effectively - How to live
clutter-free

What Your Clutter is Trying to Tell You
Based on her column "Ask a Clean Person," the author, using her signature sass
and straight talk, takes on the tough questions in this guide to cleaning up life's
little emergencies that is perfect for college students and anyone new to living on
their own. Original. 50,000 first printing.

The Joy of Less
Offers advice on how to enjoy life with less, explaining the methods for achieving a
balance between an affordable and a desirable life.

Clearing Emotional Clutter
With a practical, warm and welcoming approach, intuitive life and business coach
Kerri Richardson guides you to accept your clutter as a natural manifestation of
your state of mind, your emotions, your attachments. Richardson dives into the
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most common categories of physical clutter and provides efficient and effective
steps for clearing the space for your physical, mental and spiritual well-being to
flourish. Kerri explains how you can understand the source of your clutter, the
purpose it is serving and the fears it could be representing. In addition, more than
house and home, Richardson encourages you to clear out the clutter of
relationships and habits that have been occupying your time and energy for too
long. Actionable clutter-clearing activities provide the foundation of this achievable
plan to maximise your house, home, and heart's potential.

The Clutter-Busting Handbook
For readers of The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up and The Power of Habit
comes a revelatory, witty guide to a clearer home and a more creative mind. Can a
decluttered space fuel a creative mind? Heck yes, says organizing expert Fay Wolf,
who has helped everyone from Hollywood celebrities to schoolteachers to workfrom-home parents achieve a simpler, more fulfilling life. Here, Wolf outlines her
basic rules for saying goodbye to the stuff crowding up your space and hello to
new habits that free you up for the things you’re passionate about. And it can all
be done in as little as a few minutes a day. Learn how to create productive to-do
lists • stem the flood of paper • downsize digital clutter and social media • arrange
your space to spark creative juices • curb your desire to accumulate • collaborate
and connect with others for support • embrace imperfection • keep up the
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momentum Wolf also shares her favorite productivity apps and resources for
donating your many, many items. From the outer clutter of your home to the inner
clutter of your chatty mind, this handbook will help you make room for artistic
inspiration and invite you to treat yourself to less. Praise for New Order “Clarity,
control, peace and quiet: All of these ‘nebulous golden nuggets’ can be obtained
by following Wolf’s sensible decluttering program.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Less stuff. Less paper. Less digital. These are some of the ingredients for a
decluttered life to be found in New Order.”—Los Angeles Times “New Order
seriously changed my life.”—Emily Deschanel “Fay Wolf is some kind of
superhero.”—Jesse Tyler Ferguson “Full of millennially minded tips that will help
you clean-attack your space.”—Refinery29 “The KonMari alternative you’ve been
waiting for . . . [Wolf’s] approach is about reducing chaos so you can focus on more
important things, like creative pursuits. . . . The New Order method resonates with
me.”—PopSugar “Fay Wolf is living proof that being highly organized doesn’t have
to mean being sterile and rigid.”—Apartment Therapy “Her message is about fun
and freedom, rather than healing and fixing.”—The Guardian “How can one
possibly be productive when faced with so many obligations? Enter: The Triangle of
Productivity.”—InStyle “A smart, accessible, sensitive and charming book about
clutter.”—Hello Giggles “Wolf has helped individuals clean out and create space in
their lives for decades . . . and now she’s sharing her best tips with the world in this
book.”—Romper From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Clear Your Clutter
Are your counters covered with appliances you had to have but rarely use? Are
your cupboards stuffed with clothes that you hope to fit back into or that you paid
a fortune for but only wore once? Have you been hanging on to that hideous teapot
your mother gave you 10 years ago only because she gave it to you? Every time
you go shopping do you come back with bags of more stuff because that
pillow/blouse/cd/mixer will be the one thing that changes your life and then it
doesn't change your life because you have nowhere to put it? In It's All Too
Much,organisational guru Peter Walsh challenges you to answer a very simple but
scary question: Does the stuff you own contribute to the life you hope to achieve or
does it get in the way of your vision? Peter helps you assess the state of your home
without any sugar coating and will teach you how to confront and conquer the stuff
that is holding you back by identifying the purpose of each and every object in
your home and assessing your reasons for holding onto it. He shows you how to
identify which room is the heart of your home and then shows you why it is so
important to keep that space clean and clear of clutter - if the heart of your home
is clogged what does that say about you? He then helps you go room by room to
ask the important questions: What is the room? What's its purpose? What is this
item? Does it contribute positively to the life you want? The answers to these
questions will help you understand your priorities and fix your relationship with
your stuff. And in gaining this understanding you can start to clear out the clutter!
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One Thing At a Time
Czechoslovakia, October 1937. Vast crowds have gathered to watch the
threatened nation’s most prestigious sporting contest: the Grand Pardubice
steeplechase. Notoriously dangerous, the race is considered the ultimate test of
manhood and fighting spirit. The Nazis have sent their paramilitary elite—SS
officers on a mission to crush the “subhuman Slavs”. The local cavalry officers
have no hope of stopping them. But there is one other contestant: a countess
riding a little golden mare…The story of Lata Brandisová is by turns enigmatic and
inspiring. Born into privilege, she spent much of her life in poverty. Modest and
shy, she refused to accept the constraints society placed on her because of her
gender. Instead, with quiet courage, she repeatedly achieved what others said was
impossible and rose above scandal to became her nation’s figurehead in its
darkest hour. Unbreakable is a story of endurance and defiance in an age of
prejudice, fear, sexism, class hatred, and nationalism. Filled with eccentric
aristocrats, socialite spies, daredevil jockeys—and a race so brutal that some
consider merely taking part in it a sign of insanity—Unbreakable brings to life a
unique hero, and an unforgettable love affair between a woman and a horse.

Unstuff Your Life!
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Piles of junk in garages and closets, overflowing papers on desks, items unused for
years, masses of unanswered email, clothing never worn, useless gifts that collect
dust; all these things, says Brooks Palmer, come weighted with shame and guilt
and have a suffocating effect on spirit and soul. In this insightful book, Palmer
shows how to get rid of the things in our lives that no longer serve us. By tossing
out these unneeded items, we are also eliminating their negative influences,
freeing up energy, and unlocking our potential. Loaded with inspiring anecdotes
and practical tips, Clutter Busting is based on the premise that your things are not
sacred, but you are. The book explores such fundamental topics as the false
identities we assume through clutter, the fear of change those junk piles represent,
the addictive nature of holding on to objects, how clearing clutter makes room for
clarity and sweeps away confusion and stasis, and much more. With Brooks’s
upbeat and compassionate guidance, you’ll find yourself clearing the way for new
and exciting things to come into your life.

Lighten Up
Get rid of the clutter — and keep it away! Organizing expert Donna Smallin shows
you how to enjoy the happy, healthy, and inviting home you long for with hundreds
of time-saving, clutter-busting tips. Smallin’s simple and manageable approach
helps you focus on the things that will make the biggest difference in the least
amount of time. Clear away the clutter once and for all, and discover the peace of
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mind that has been hiding underneath.

Making Space, Clutter Free
Although the much-satirized image of a house overflowing with National
Geographics and infested with cats may make us chuckle, the reality of compulsive
hoarding is no laughing matter. The most common reason for evictions in the US
and a significant risk factor for fatal house fires, compulsive hoarding is a treatable
condition related to obsessive-compulsive disorder. It is characterized by the
acquisition of possessions that have little or no value, which the sufferer, often
referred to as the saver, has great difficulty discarding. This book, the first ever
written for savers and their families, provides an overview of compulsive hoarding
and how it relates to obsessive-compulsive disorder. It discusses hoarding broadly,
offering readers perspectives on the physical, behavioral, and value-oriented
aspects of the condition. You can use its assessment tools to help decide why you
or your loved one hoards. Skill-building exercises help you determine how to beat
the hoarding problem by addressing issues that often underlie compulsive saving.
Even though this is fundamentally a self-help book, it contains a frank discussion
about the need for professional help in some hoarding cases, how to find it, and
what medications have been proven effective for savers.
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Simply Spaced
A professional organizer and life coach shows readers how to kick the clutter habit
with his complete how-to guide to total organization Arguably the most organized
man in America, sought-after coach Andrew J. Mellen has created unique, lasting
techniques for streamlined living, bringing order out of chaos for the chronically
overwhelmed everywhere. Acknowledging that it's often the "stuff behind the stuff"
that holds people back, Mellen offers a surprisingly simple, yet effective solution in
his step-by-step guide, guaranteed to help achieve organizational bliss for
everyone from perpetual key-misplacers to hard-core hoarders. From basement to
bedroom, kitchen to car, and into every corner of life, Mellen’s system yields
lasting results. Discover how to: Never lose your keys or wallet again Stop mail,
magazine, and paper pileups for good Feel empowered to tackle bills and budgets
Reclaim space and time once dominated by clutter Built on the principle that we
must distinguish ourselves from our possessions, Unstuff Your Life! starts with truly
achievable goals and works toward the nightmare projects everyone tries hard to
avoid. With humor, honesty, tough love, and foolproof advice, Mellen makes it easy
to finally let go and embrace the decluttered life.

Happier at Home
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The handbook presents a compendium of the diverse and growing approaches to
place from leading authors as well as less widely known scholars, providing a
comprehensive yet cutting-edge overview of theories, concepts and creative
engagements with place that resonate with contemporary concerns and debates.
The volume moves away from purely western-based conceptions and discussions
about place to include perspectives from across the world. It includes an
introductory chapter, which outlines key definitions, draws out influential historical
and contemporary approaches to the theorisation of place and sketches out the
structure of the book, explaining the logic of the seven clearly themed sections.
Each section begins with a short introductory essay that provides identifying key
ideas and contextualises the essays that follow. The original and distinctive
contributions from both new and leading authorities from across the discipline
provide a wide, rich and comprehensive collection that chimes with current critical
thinking in geography. The book captures the dynamism and multiplicity of current
geographical thinking about place by including both state-of-the-art, in-depth,
critical overviews of theoretical approaches to place and new explorations and
cases that chart a framework for future research. It charts the multiple ways in
which place might be conceived, situated and practised. This unique,
comprehensive and rich collection will be an essential resource for undergraduate
and graduate teaching, for experienced academics across a wide range of
disciplines and for policymakers and place-marketers. It will provide an invaluable
and up-to-date guide to current thinking across the range of disciplines, such as
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Geography, Sociology and Politics, and interdisciplinary fields such as Urban
Studies, Environmental Studies and Planning.

Clutter Busting Your Life
A charming, practical, and unsentimental approach to putting a home in order
while reflecting on the tiny joys that make up a long life. In Sweden there is a kind
of decluttering called döstädning, dö meaning “death” and städning meaning
“cleaning.” This surprising and invigorating process of clearing out unnecessary
belongings can be undertaken at any age or life stage but should be done sooner
than later, before others have to do it for you. In The Gentle Art of Swedish Death
Cleaning, artist Margareta Magnusson, with Scandinavian humor and wisdom,
instructs readers to embrace minimalism. Her radical and joyous method for
putting things in order helps families broach sensitive conversations, and makes
the process uplifting rather than overwhelming. Margareta suggests which
possessions you can easily get rid of (unworn clothes, unwanted presents, more
plates than you’d ever use) and which you might want to keep (photographs, love
letters, a few of your children’s art projects). Digging into her late husband’s tool
shed, and her own secret drawer of vices, Margareta introduces an element of fun
to a potentially daunting task. Along the way readers get a glimpse into her life in
Sweden, and also become more comfortable with the idea of letting go.
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Keep This Toss That
Simply Spaced is your step-by-step guide for clearing clutter and styling a beautiful
home that aligns with your passion and purpose. Broken into projects by room,
across a “year of clear,” the 3-step method dispels the myth that you can’t learn to
be organized. Simply Spaced teaches you to think like a professional organizer.
Learn to simplify like a pro by implementing the fail-safe method to declutter any
space, keeping only what you love, need, and use. Streamline your home and take
back control by optimizing space with strategic storage. And finally, style your
home to inspire creativity and connection. Monica Leed, CEO and owner of Simply
Spaced, will reshape how you think about your home and belongings. Her practical
tips make getting organized desirable, achievable, and sustainable. She’s made
this all possible through a belief that simplicity and order create the mental and
physical space we all need to thrive. Complete with checklists and tear-out
worksheets, Monica shares her best advice on how to create a home that “rises up
to meet you.” Each chapter includes: 5 clutter culprits 5 pro tips to combat clutter
15 things to let go of now Style tips for every room From kitchens and closets to
kids’ spaces and storage, Monica will inspire you to conquer one room at a time,
overcoming overwhelm and organizing it all. The Simply Spaced method, born from
the LA-based professional organizing service and lifestyle company Simply Spaced,
has helped countless clients tap into their creativity for profound change. Get
ready to be inspired as you clear the physical and mental clutter that’s been
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holding you back from living your best life. It all starts at home.

Clearing Brain Clutter
The #1 New York Times bestselling guide to decluttering your home and the
inspiration for the hit Netflix show Tidying Up with Marie Kondo. Despite constant
efforts to declutter your home, do papers still accumulate like snowdrifts and
clothes pile up like a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese cleaning consultant Marie
Kondo takes tidying to a whole new level, promising that if you properly simplify
and organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it again. Most methods
advocate a room-by-room or little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away
at your piles of stuff forever. The KonMari Method, with its revolutionary categoryby-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact, none of Kondo’s clients have
lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for
determining which items in your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this
international bestseller featuring Tokyo’s newest lifestyle phenomenon will help
you clear your clutter and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm,
motivated mindset it can inspire.

Lessons in Letting Go
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An exploration of minimal writing—texts generally shorter than a sentence—as
complex, powerful literary and visual works. In the 1960s and 70s, minimal and
conceptual artists stripped language down to its most basic components: the word
and the letter. Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer, Carl Andre, Lawrence Weiner, and
others built lucrative careers from text-based art. Meanwhile, poets and writers
created works of minimal writing—visual texts generally shorter than a sentence.
(One poem by Aram Saroyan reads in its entirety: eyeye.) In absence of clutter,
Paul Stephens offers the first comprehensive account of minimal writing, arguing
that it is equal in complexity and power to better-known, more commercial textbased art. Minimal writing, Stephens writes, can be beguilingly simple on the
surface, but can also offer iterative reading experiences on multiple levels, from
the fleeting to the ponderous. “absence of clutter,” for example, the entire text of
a poem by Robert Grenier, is both expressive and self-descriptive. Stephens first
sets out a theoretical framework for reading and viewing minimal writing and then
offers close readings of works of minimal writing by Saroyan, Grenier, Norman
Pritchard, Natalie Czech, and others. He “reverse engineers” recent works by Jen
Bervin, Craig Dworkin, and Christian Bök that draw on molecular biology, and
explores print-on-demand books by Holly Melgard, code poetry by Nick Montfort,
Twitter-based work by Allison Parrish, and the use of Instagram by Hans-Ulrich
Obrist and Saroyan. Text, it seems, is becoming ever more prevalent in visual art;
meanwhile, poems are getting shorter. When reading has become scanning a
screen and writing tapping out a text, absence of clutter invites us to reflect on
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how we read, see, and pay attention.

The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
Provides strategies on ridding a home of clutter and preventing it from returning.

New Order
Say goodbye to clutter, reduce stress, and live simply with this easy-to-use guide
to downsizing! Whether you are selling your family home, blending households into
a new home, or cleaning out your aging parents' home, sorting through a lifetime's
worth of accumulated possessions can be a daunting and stressful experience.
Decluttering guru Peter Walsh recently went through the process of downsizing his
childhood home and dividing his late parents' family possessions. He realized that
making these decisions about mementos and heirlooms creates strong emotions
and can be an overwhelming chore. In Let It Go, Peter will help you turn downsizing
into a rejuvenating life change with his useful tips and practical takeaways,
including how to: • Understand the emotional challenges that accompany
downsizing • Establish a hierarchy of mementos and collectibles • Calculate the
amount of stuff you can bring into your new life • Create strategies for dividing
heirlooms among family members without drama This new phase brings
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unexpected freedoms and opportunities, and Peter walks you through every step
of the process. You’ll feel freer and happier than you ever thought possible once
you Let It Go.

What to Do with a Houseful of Memories
Are you looking to laugh? This book just might be of assistance in that area.
Humorist Brooks Palmer helps pull the rug out from under the seriousness of life.
With his words of wisdom, short stories, and cartoons, he pokes fun at the human
condition in a way that is inclusive and hilarious.
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